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HISTORY MUSEUM SPECIALIST

DESCRIPTICN OF WORK

This is specialized museum work assisting in the development of the North Carolina Museum of History
and Tryon Palace Complex.
Employees may serve as specialists in exhibit designs furnishing, interpretation, and education. As
specialist work involves the responsibility for assisting in planning, designing, and supervising
construction of museum exhibits; locating, identifying and procuring furnishings for the museum and
historic sites; researching primary, secondary and artifact sources and compiling information into
special reports, narratives, scripts and exhibit labels; coordinating activities of a single program such as
the Tar Heel Junior Historian, Docent, slide and film extension loan and Mobile Museum; and for other
necessary public relations activities. Work assignments are usually small in scope and supervised by
an assistant curator. Work is evaluated for accuracy and adherence to established department policies
and procedures:

EXAMPLES OF DUTIES PERFORMED

Exhibits Designer

Supervises installation of exhibits which include wiring, audiovisual aids, labels, art works artifacts and
lighting.
Assesses information being presented, methods of display and availability of space and develops a
feasible working plan.

Furnishings Specialist

Conducts research on furniture and furnishings using source materials including wills, estate
inventories, early newspapers and personal papers.
Screens furnishings for authenticity, appropriateness and acceptability.
Advises and assists private groups involved in restoring and furnishing historic buildings.

Interpretation Specialist

Writes audiovisual narratives and scripts, exhibit scripts, labels, brochures, and magazine articles.
Compiles primary, secondary and artifact research into reports that concerns important events and
availability of artifacts and graphic materials required for exhibits or audiovisual interpretation.
Assists in planning of exhibits, brochures, and audiovisual presentations to ensure, accuracy of both
content and intent.

Education Specialist

Selects artifacts that are sent out on traveling exhibits and prepares written explanatory materials that
accompany each exhibit.
Edits quarterly magazine for junior high school students.
Conducts guided tours and assists in school group programs such as Tar Heel Junior Historian
Program which is established in junior high schools throughout the state.
Lectures on the state's history pertinent to the period covered by mobile exhibit.
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Instructs volunteers in guided tour techniques craft demonstrations and related museum duties.
Prepares displays for exhibit at special conferences and conventions.
Schedules tour hostesses to ensure total coverage of the Tryon Palace complex; and books group
reservations.
Writes feature articles for newspapers, historical and travel magazines and prepares necessary
advertisement layouts and design.

RECRUITMENT STANDARDS

Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities

General knowledge of American and North Carolina history.
General knowledge of reference sources of historical materials and the use of such materials.
Ability to prepare descriptive statements outlining content of historical and cultural materials.
Ability to learn methods of effective display.
Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships with other employees and the general
public.

Minimum Education and Experience

Graduation from a four-year college or university preferably with a major in history, art/history,
museology, or closely related field and one year of experience in progressively responsible museum
work in specific area assigned; or an equivalent combination of education and experience.

Minimum Education and Experience for Trainee Appointment

Graduation from a four-year college or university preferably with a major in history, art/history,
museology, or closely related field; or an equivalent combination of education and experience
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